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Color management for the printing of digital images is a challenging task, due primarily to nonlinear ink-mixing behavior and
the presence of redundant solutions for print devices with more than three inks. Algorithms for the conversion of image data to
printer-specific format are typically designed to achieve a single predetermined rendering intent, such as colorimetric accuracy.
In the present paper we present two CIELAB to CMYK color conversion schemes based on a general Pareto-optimal formulation
for printer color management. The schemes operate using a 149-color characterization data set selected to efficiently capture
the entire CMYK gamut. The first scheme uses artificial neural networks as transfer functions between the CIELAB and CMYK
spaces. The second scheme is based on a reformulation of tetrahedral interpolation as an optimization problem. Characterization
data are divided into tetrahedra for the interpolation-based approach using the program Qhull, which removes the common
restriction that characterization data be well organized. Both schemes offer user control over trade-off problems such as cost
versus reproduction accuracy, allowing for user-specified print objectives and the use of constraints such as maximum allowable
ink and maximum allowable 1E∗ab. A formulation for minimization of ink is shown to be particularly favorable, integrating both
clipping and gamut compression features into a single methodology. Codes developed as applications of these schemes were used
to convert several CIELAB Tiff images to CMYK format, providing both qualitative and quantitative verification of the Pareto-
optimal approach. Prints of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart were accurate within approximately to 31E∗ab for in-gamut colors.
Modifications to this approach are presented that offer user control over grey component replacement and provide additional
options for rendering intent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A prevalent color conversion requirement is the transfer of an image displayed on a monitor to CMYK
format for printing on a four-color print device. This conversion is commonly achieved through the
use of a third, device-independent, color space. Typically, RGB values are transformed into a device-
independent color space from which conversion into a device-dependent CMYK color space is performed
[Stone et al. 1988]. This strategy is the basis for international standards for device specification, namely
the International Color Consortium (ICC) profile [ICC 1998; Wallner 1998]. The choice of a device-
independent color space for this study was based primarily on the need to quantify color differences. A
device-independent color space well suited for this purpose is the CIE 1976 (L∗a∗b∗) color space [CIE
1986; Hunter and Harold 1987; Kasson and Plouffe 1992; Xu and Holub 1992]. The CIE 1976 (L∗a∗b∗)
color space, abbreviated CIELAB, aims towards perceptual uniformity, the condition where equal dis-
tances in a color space correspond to approximately equal perceptual differences as seen by the human
eye [Wyszecki and Stiles 1982]. The use of CIELAB is widespread, and CIELAB is included as a stan-
dard color space in ICC profiles [ICC 1998; Wallner 1998]. The difference between two color stimuli
represented by points in the CIELAB color space is quantified by the Euclidean distance between the
two points, 1E∗ab [CIE 1986].

The characterization of displays in terms of tristimulus values has been well studied (see, for ex-
ample, Kasson and Plouffe [1992], Widdel and Post [1992], Cowan [1983; 1987], or Berns [1996]), and
the calculation of CIELAB values from tristimulus values is simply a matter of applying colorimetric
formulae [CIE 1986; Wyszecki and Stiles 1982; Hunt 1991]. The CIELAB to CMYK conversion of a
monitor image, however, is nontrivial for several reasons. One difficultly arises from the fact that color
gamuts of both monitors and print devices are restricted by the physical nature of the systems. Printer
gamuts generally do not match monitor gamuts, leading to monitor images that cannot be accurately
reproduced by a printer [Gordon et al. 1987; Stone et al. 1988; Gentile et al. 1990]. This problem is
addressed by gamut mapping, the process by which the range of colors produced by a given monitor
is projected onto a printer gamut [Gentile et al. 1990]. A second challenge is mathematical in origin,
CIELAB to CMYK conversion is a 3-space to 4-space transformation having multiple solutions in gen-
eral, and thus requires an additional constraint. This constraint is typically formulated in terms of grey
component replacement [Yule 1967; Sayanagi 1987; SWOP 1988].

Transformation into a CMYK color space from CIELAB is commonly performed using a look-up table
(LUT) and interpolation. Generally, interpolation inside a LUT is well suited for implementation due to
its speed, but error prone due to its inability to model the nonlinearity of ink mixing. Interpolation errors
decrease as the number of points in the LUT increases, thus LUTs are commonly built from a large
characterization data set [Kang 1995b; Johnson 1996]. Construction of a LUT entails printing a set of
color patches and obtaining colorimetric data by physical measurement of the device output [Johnson
1996]. These data are arranged in a nxnxn matrix, where n typically falls between 6 and 16. For
detailed information regarding interpolation inside a look-up table (LUT), and the errors associated
with it, the reader is referred to Nin et al. [1992], Hung [1993], Jennings et al. [1994], Kasson [1994],
Kasson et al. [1995], Kang [1995a], or Kanamori [1999]. Due to its efficiency and accuracy relative to
other interpolation schemes, tetrahedral interpolation is considered best suited for interpolation inside
a LUT [Kasson et al. 1995].

Various formulae have also been used for conversion into printer color spaces, including regression
models and models based on optics and ink mixing [Kang 1995b]. Models based on optics and ink mixing
include the Neugebauer equations, the Yule-Nielsen model, the Clapper-Yule model, the Kubelka-Munk
theory, and the Beer-Bouguer law [Neugebauer 1937; Yule and Neilsen 1951; Clapper and Yule 1953;
1955; Kubelka and Munk 1931; Kubelka 1948; Bouguer 1729; Beer 1852; Wyszecki and Stiles 1982].
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A number of studies had applied these theories to modern printing devices [Heuberger et al. 1992; Kang
1993; Rolleston and Balasubramanian 1993; Kang 1994; Kim et al. 1997; Praefcke 1999]. In general,
ink-mixing theory is insufficient to predict the complex interactions of ink and paper in four-color print-
ing [Kang 1995b]. Regression models typically involve finding model parameters (such as polynomial
coefficients) which minimize the difference between a numerical model and a set of characterization
data [Vachon 1988; Mongeon 1996]. Of particular relevance to this study are nonlinear regression mod-
els based on artificial neural networks [Kang 1992; Marcu and Iwata 1993; Abe and Marcu 1994; Arai
et al. 1993; Tominaga 1993, 1996; Drakopoulos 1997a; Tominaga 1998a, 1998b].

The effectiveness of color conversions can be measured in several ways. The cost of reproducing a
given image and the colorimetric accuracy with which it is reproduced provide quantitative measures of
quality. Judgments regarding out-of-gamut color conversion and the preservation of gradients must be
made considering the overall appearance of the image. This must be done, at least in part, qualitatively,
and not based simply on the accuracy with which individual tones are reproduced by the print device
[Gentile et al. 1990]. At the present time, systematic approaches to characterizing printers and thereby
converting images with arbitrary, user-defined rendering intents are largely missing in the literature.

In this paper we present an approach based on a Pareto-optimal formulation of the color conversion
problem to achieve arbitrary, user-defined rendering intents [Littlewood 2001]. An important aspect
of the proposed approach is a small set of input characterization data, together with carefully built
artificial neural network models. The smallness of the data set is expected to enable efficient calibra-
tion. The remainder of Section 1 contains background material relating to grey component replacement
and tetrahedral interpolation. Section 2 presents the mathematical foundation of the Pareto-optimal
approach. Section 2 also introduces the artificial neural network and interpolation transfer functions
used in this study to convert between the CIELAB and CMYK color spaces. Implementation details
are covered in Section 3, including the selection of a characterization data set and development of the
color management systems NeuralColor and OptInterpol. NeuralColor is based on the use of artificial
neural networks as global models of the relationship between CMYK and CIELAB. OptInterpol op-
erates on a generalized Pareto-optimal formulation of tetrahedral interpolation, and utilizes the code
Qhull [Barber and Huhdanpaa 1998] as a means to construct tetrahedra from any arbitrary set of char-
acterization data. Evaluation methodology and results are presented in Sections 4 and 5. Colorimetric
data was acquired by printing the MacBeth ColorCheckertm color rendition chart [McCamy et al. 1976].
Additional images were printed to allow for qualitative evaluation. Finally, a discussion of the results
and conclusions drawn from this study are presented in Section 6. Section 6 includes a discussion of
creating ICC profiles with the color management systems developed in this study, a practice which al-
lows for real-time image conversion and integration of the Pareto-optimal approach with commercially
available software packages on standard operating systems.

1.1 The Black Printer and Grey Component Replacement

The use of black ink in addition to chromatic inks is favorable in several respects [SWOP 1988; Yule
1967; Johnson 1996; Jung 1984; Holub et al. 1989; Birkenshaw et al. 1986]:

—To reduce overall colorant deposition.
—To substitute a relatively inexpensive black ink for a part of the more costly colored inks.
—To expand the printer gamut.
—To make the grey balance of the cyan, magenta, and yellow inks less critical.
—To produce denser blacks and better shadow detail than cyan, magenta, and yellow inks alone can

produce.
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These benefits have led to the commonality of four-color printing in the image reproduction industry.
The output of a four-color printer, expressed in terms of CIELAB values, is a function of 4 variables.

L∗ = L∗(C, M , Y , K )
a∗ = a∗(C, M , Y , K ) (1)
b∗ = b∗(C, M , Y , K )

Equation (1) illustrates that four-color printing is an indeterminate problem of three equations with
four unknowns. For any printed color with a grey component, that is, for any color that lies within the
outer boundary of the printer gamut, infinite combinations of cyan, magenta, yellow, and black exist as
solutions to Equation 1 [Yule 1967; Holub et al. 1989; Schwartz et al. 1985; Holub and Kearsley 1989].
The constraint required to determine a unique combination of the four inks is commonly expressed in
terms of grey component replacement (GCR) [SWOP 1988; Holub et al. 1989; Holub and Kearsley 1989;
Field 1986].

GCR can be well described in terms of three components, the black printer, under color removal
(UCR), and under color addition (UCA) [Sayanagi 1987]. The black printer is simply the amount of
black ink added to a CMY image. UCR refers to the reduction of cyan, magenta, and yellow inks (or any
chromatic ink in general) in compensation for black ink added to the image [Yule 1967]. UCA refers to
the addition of chromatic inks to a CMYK image to counteract undesirable consequences of UCR, such
as the loss of density in dark regions of the print [SWOP 1988].

It should be noted that the above terminology implies that any CMYK image can be produced by
combinations of cyan, yellow, and magenta inks. This is not strictly true, as the use of black in addition
to cyan, magenta, and yellow increases the printer gamut [Holub et al. 1989; Birkenshaw et al. 1986].
Thus, the practice of starting with a CMY image and subsequently adding black while maintaining
colorimetric consistency does not allow for realization of the full CMYK gamut.

1.2 Tetrahedral Interpolation

The implementation of a LUT requires an interpolation scheme to approximate the transfer function
between the input space and the output space. A desirable interpolation method is both accurate and
computationally inexpensive. Tetrahedral interpolation meets both of these criteria [Kasson and Plouffe
1992; Hung 1992; Kanamori and Kotera 1992].

A transformation function F (x, y , z) can be approximated through tetrahedral interpolation using
four neighboring points which surround a given input point. Figure 1 shows an input point falling
inside a tetrahedron of arbitrary geometry. The transformation function F (x, y , z) is approximated by
the well known interpolation formula [Kasson and Plouffe 1992]

F (x, y , z) = N1 F1 + N2 F2 + N3 F3 + N4 F4 (2)

where Fi are the known function values for vertices Pi, and Ni are volume coordinates which specify
the unknown point’s location in the tetrahedron. Formulae for the volume coordinates Ni for a given
point are found as the solution of Equation Set (3).

x = N1x1 + N2x2 + N3x3 + N4x4

y = N1 y1 + N2 y2 + N3 y3 + N4 y4
(3)

z = N1z1 + N2z2 + N3z3 + N4z4

1 = N1 + N2 + N3 + N4
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Fig. 1. Illustration of tetrahedral interpolation.

2. METHODS

At the present time, color conversion algorithms are based on fixed, predetermined print objectives
(e.g. colorimetric match). Criteria such as GCR and restrictions on total ink deposition are incorporated
into typical color management systems in such a way that they are fixed to the user. For this reason, a
color management system designed to achieve optimal print quality may not be practical for situations
where the cost of printing is a major concern. Rendering intents suitable for a given printing application
may not be appropriate for another. A color management system allowing for user control over trade-
off problems such as cost versus print quality represents a significant improvement over “black box”
systems which are fixed to the user. It was the goal of this study to develop both on a conceptual basis
and as functioning software, a color management system offering user flexibility over a variety of color
conversion objectives.

The following sections present an optimization-based approach to color management, first in terms
of minimizing 1E∗ab, then in terms of cost minimization, and finally in terms of a generalized Pareto-
optimal formulation allowing for compromise among any number of print objectives.

2.1 Optimization Approach for Minimization of 1E∗ab

Consider a set of transfer functions which provide a relation between the CIELAB and CMYK color
spaces (i.e. predict the CIELAB values of a printed image given CMYK values).

L∗prediction = f L(CMYK )
a∗prediction = fa(CMYK ) (4)
b∗prediction = fb(CMYK )

An optimization problem can be constructed based on minimizing 1E∗ab which yields CMYK values for
a given CIELAB tone [Drakopoulos 1997a; 1997b; 1998; Iino and Berns 1998; Nakauchi et al. 1998;
Nakauchi et al. 1999; Littlewood 2001].

minimize the function

f (CMYK ) =
√

(L − f L)2 + (a − fa)2 + (b− fb)2 (5)

where (L, a, b) = (L∗, a∗, b∗)input
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In this formulation, f (CMYK ) is simply the distance (Euclidean norm) in the CIELAB space separating
the given (input) color from the predicted (output) color,1E∗ab. The solution f (CMYK ) = 0 is found when
the predicted output CIELAB values match exactly the input CIELAB values, which is possible for any
in-gamut color. The optimization-based solution for any out-of-gamut color is simply the closest in-
gamut color, found by minimizing the objective function f (CMYK ). The conversion of out-of-gamut
colors to the closest in-gamut color is commonly termed clipping, and has been shown to be a preferable
technique for gamut mapping [Gentile et al. 1990].

The formulation of color conversion as an optimization problem is the foundation of the Pareto-
optimal approach to color conversion. This formulation allows for the conversion of both out-of-gamut
and in-gamut colors, and can be expanded with the specification of alternative conversion objectives.

2.2 Optimization Approach for Cost Minimization

While the approach described in Section 2.1 allows for color conversion based on the minimization of
1E∗ab, the general approach is much broader and can be modified in accordance with alternative objec-
tives such as the minimization of cost. The minimization of cost can be achieved either by minimizing
total ink or by maximizing black ink, as the maximization of black ink typically reduces chromatic ink
deposition (as in GCR). In the case of total ink minimization, a color in the CIELAB space is converted
into a CMYK space using as little ink as possible while maintaining a prescribed accuracy 1E∗ab max.

1

The optimization problem takes the form

minimize the function
f (CMYK ) = C + M + Y + K

subject to the constraint
(6)

h(CMYK ) = 1E∗ab max −1E∗ab ≥ 0
where 1E∗ab is found as

1E∗ab =
√

(L − f L)2 + (a − fa)2 + (b− fb)2

This approach is practical in cases where cost is a key factor. Users of this approach can specify the
maximum allowable 1E∗ab between the original and converted image, and then minimize cost based on
that chosen maximum 1E∗ab.

The minimization of ink approach can be interpreted as gamut compression where input CIELAB
values are mapped a distance 1E∗ab max towards the point of least cost. In addition to savings in cost,
this mapping provides protection against the loss of gradients at the gamut edge. In-gamut colors and
colors lying a distance less than 1E∗ab max from the gamut surface yield an in-gamut solution, while
colors lying a distance greater than 1E∗ab max from the gamut boundary are clipped to the boundary
surface. Thus the minimization of ink formulation unifies gamut compression and clipping schemes
into a single methodology.

An alternative approach for lowering the cost of color printing is to maximize the amount of black
ink in the image. This approach is analogous to GCR implementations which seek to lower the usage
of chromatic inks by increasing the percentage of black ink. Maximization of black ink for a prescribed

1Due to gamut mismatch, prescribed accuracies may not be achievable for out-of-gamut colors. This is an important consideration
when implementing Equation (6). Throughout this study, optimization routines were provided with a clause allowing for the
replacement of Equation (6) with Equation (5) (i.e. a clipping algorithm) for cases where the prescribed 1E∗ab constraint could
not be met.
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maximum allowable 1E∗ab leads to a problem of the form

minimize the function
f (CMYK ) = −K

(7)
subject to the constraint

h(CMYK ) = 1E∗ab max −1E∗ab ≥ 0

2.3 Generalized Pareto-optimal Formulation

In general, the cost and accuracy measures discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are competing objectives. In
other words, a general color management problem involves trade-offs between competing quantities of
cost, accuracy, and perhaps other user specified objectives (e.g. a rendering intent that prefers saturated
colors). Optimization theory provides a very natural framework for decision making in the presence
of competing objectives through multi-objective optimization or Pareto-optimization [Stadler 1988]. A
Pareto-optimal problem in general is a mapping problem which possesses a vector of objectives expressed
as a function of the unknown variables

f (x) : Rn→ Rm (8)

It is easy to show [Stadler 1988] that this vector-objective problem is equivalent to minimizing a scalar
objective of the form

cT f (x) (9)
c = (c1, c2, . . . , cm)

for each combination of the constraints ci in the range [0,1]. Furthermore, an objective equation may be
divided by any one of the parameters ci resulting in the removal of a degree of freedom and an objective
function with parameters in the range [0,∞]. The family of Pareto-optimal solutions therefore repre-
sents a m-1 dimensional hyper-surface for a m dimensional objective. Thus, the problem formulations
discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 may be combined in the unified Pareto-optimal problem

minimize the function
f (CMYK ) = c11E∗ab(CMYK )+ c2 I (CMYK )− c3K + c4 R(CMYK )

subject to the constraints
h1(CMYK ) = 1E∗ab max −1E∗ab ≥ 0
h2(CMYK ) = Imax − I ≥ 0
h3(CMYK ) ≥ 0

(10)
where

I (CMYK ) = C + M + Y + K
R(CMYK ) is any arbitrary user defined print objective
h3(CMYK ) is any arbitrary user specified restriction to color conversion
and ci are user defined coefficients specifying the overall print objective

Any solution in the Pareto-optimal family is “non-dominated” since, at any solution, it is not possible to
further reduce all of the functions simultaneously. Preferred solutions may be based on a single term
in the Pareto-optimal formulation or on a compromise between any number of them. Proper selection
of the parameters ci and the bounds enforced by the constraint equations are sufficient to achieve
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 21, No. 2, April 2002.
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any preferred solution. The following list provides examples of possible conversion objectives and the
corresponding parameter values:

—Reproduce the image as accurately as possible (c1 = 1, c2 = c3 = 0, 1E∗ab max = Imax = ∞).
—Minimize total ink with a restriction on allowable error (c2 = 1, c1 = c3 = 0, 1E∗ab max = prescribed

value, Imax = ∞).
—Minimize error with a restriction on total ink (c1 = 1, c2 = c3 = 0, 1E∗ab max = ∞, Imax = prescribed

value).
—Maximize black ink with a restriction on allowable error (c3 = 1, c1 = c2 = 0, 1E∗ab max = prescribed

value, Imax = ∞).
—Combined objective function: minimize error while reducing total ink (c1 = prescribed value, c2 =

prescribed value, c3 = 0, 1E∗ab max = Imax = ∞).
—Any arbitrary combination of objectives and constraints.

Problem (10) could be easily modified to incorporate alternative conversion objectives, such as the
minimization of perceptual difference as studied by Nakauchi et al. [1999; 1998]. Stollnitz et al. [1998]
and Power et al. [1996] also demonstrate the versatility of optimization in color management by finding
optimal ink selections for printing. The constraint equation set can also be modified for inclusion of
alternative mapping strategies. Constant hue angle, for example, can be enforced using the constraint
equation

h(CMYK ) = atan
(

b
a

)
− atan

(
fb

fa

)
= 0 (11)

A wide variety of user requirements related to GCR can be also be met using the Pareto-optimal
approach. A powerful expansion of the Pareto-optimal approach allowing for GCR control was developed
in conjunction with this study and is the subject of current work as described in Section 6.5 of this paper.

2.4 Artificial Neural Networks as Transfer Functions

The success of the Pareto-optimal approach to color conversion is dependent on the choice of
transfer functions presented in Equation Set (4). As was described in Section 1, LUT-based con-
versions use interpolation to define a relation between CIELAB and CMYK. Interpolation formulae
require a relatively dense LUT to accurately capture the behavior of four-color printers, resulting
in a large number of required characterization measurements [Johnson 1996; Kanamori 1999]. An
alternative to interpolation-based transformations is found in artificial neural networks (ANNs) [Kang
and Anderson 1992; Marcu and Iwata 1993; Arai et al. 1993; Abe and Marcu 1994; Tominaga 1993;
1996; 1998a; Drakopoulos 1997a; 1997b; 1998; Tominaga 1998a; 1998b; Littlewood 2001]. ANNs are
capable of modeling any arbitrary function [Hornik et al. 1989; Leshno et al. 1993], and thus pro-
vide a means of capturing the nonlinearity of ink mixing, a significant source of error in interpolation
schemes [Kanamori and Kotera 1992; Kanamori 1999]. In addition to their general ability to model
nonlinear processes, ANNs are distinct from LUT-based schemes in that they provide a global model of
the process, as opposed to combining many local basis functions.

Consider the transfer functions

f L = f̃ L(C, M , Y , K ), fa = f̃ a(C, M , Y , K ), fb = f̃ b(C, M , Y , K ) (12)

where f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b are ANNs trained using a characterization data set (a characterization data
set is constructed by printing a set of CMYK combinations and measuring the CIELAB values of the
output).
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By utilizing ANNs, the creation of a LUT is circumvented, as characterization data are required only
for the training of the ANNs. The size of the characterization set required for equivalent accuracy is
substantially smaller than the size of a LUT [Drakopoulos 1997a; 1997b; 1998]. A properly selected
characterization set spans the entire printer gamut and reflects its nonlinearity, yielding ANNs which
also possess these qualities.

2.5 Formulation of Tetrahedral Interpolation as an Optimization Problem

As described earlier, the formulation of color space conversion as a Pareto-optimal problem enables
considerable generality in terms of specifying the conversion objectives and constraints. This generality
is not easily achieved with classical tetrahedral interpolation. However, it is shown here that the volume
coordinates Ni found explicitly using the tetrahedral interpolation formulae can also be found through
the solution of an optimization problem. This allows a generalization of tetrahedral interpolation to
include arbitrary, user-specified objectives.

Consider a point inside a tetrahedron in the CIELAB space, where the vertices of the tetrahedron
are calibrated points as in standard interpolation. If the point’s location is specified by the volume
coordinates Ni, then the following relations can be established.

Lp = N1L1 + N2L2 + N3L3 + N4L4

ap = N1a1 + N2a2 + N3a3 + N4a4

bp = N1b1 + N2b2 + N3b3 + N4b4

Cp = N1C1 + N2C2 + N3C3 + N4C4 (13)
M p = N1M1 + N2M2 + N3M3 + N4M4

Y p = N1Y1 + N2Y2 + N3Y3 + N4Y4

K p = N1K1 + N2K2 + N3K3 + N4K4

4∑
i=1

Ni = 1

The subscript p refers to the point specified by Ni, and the numeric subscripts refer to the tetrahe-
dron’s vertices. The Ni and CMYK values can be determined for in-gamut colors as described earlier
(Equations (2) and (3)). However, this interpolation fails for out-of-gamut colors.

An equivalent, but more general optimization problem can then be constructed as follows: treat the
volume coordinates Ni as variables and solve the problem

minimize the function
f (Ni) = c11E∗ab(Ni)+ c2 I (Ni)− c3K (Ni)+ c4 R(Ni) (14)

subject to the constraints

h1(Ni) =
4∑

i=1

Ni − 1 = 0

h2(Ni) = 1E∗ab max −1E∗ab ≥ 0
h3(Ni) = Imax − I ≥ 0
h4(Ni) ≥ 0
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where

I (Ni) =
4∑

i=1

(Ci Ni + Mi Ni + Yi Ni + Ki Ni)

K (Ni) =
4∑

i=1

Ki Ni

R(Ni) is any arbitrary user defined print objective
h4(CMYK ) is any arbitrary user specified restriction to color conversion
and ci are user defined coefficients specifing the overall print objective

This approach differs from the general Pareto-optimal approach in that the independent variables are
the intermediate variables Ni and not the CMYK values themselves.

Equation (14) is equivalent to tetrahedral interpolation for the case where c1 = 1, c2 = c3 = 0, and
all constraints other than h1 in Equation 14 are removed. The solution is found when the first order
necessary conditions for minimum are satisfied. For an in-gamut color with no restriction on ink usage
(Imax = 4) this occurs when:

Lp = L = N1L1 + N2L2 + N3L3 + N4L4

ap = a = N1a1 + N2a2 + N3a3 + N4a4 (15)
bp = b = N1b1 + N2b2 + N3b3 + N4b4

and N1 + N2 + N3 + N4 = 1

which is identical to Equation set (3), the equations from which the standard tetrahedral interpolation
formulae are derived.

Unlike standard tetrahedral interpolation, however, the Pareto-optimal formulation is not limited to
cases where the input point lies inside a tetrahedron. For cases when the input CIELAB values fall
outside the print device gamut, no tetrahedron exists that encompasses the input point.2 As with the
general Pareto-optimal problem, the Pareto-optimal formulation of tetrahedral interpolation yields a
solution for out-of-gamut colors which is simply the closest in-gamut color. Hence, the Pareto-optimal
formulation of tetrahedral interpolation is equivalent to a clipping algorithm for out-of-gamut colors.

For the purpose of implementation, it is important to note that in general the Pareto-optimal problem
must be solved for all tetrahedra filling the printer gamut. The repeated solving of the Pareto-optimal
problem for each tetrahedron can be avoided for the case where c1 = 1, c2 = c3 = 0, and all constraints
other than h1 in Equation 14 are removed (i.e. the case where the Pareto-optimal problem reduces
to standard tetrahedral interpolation). In this case, Ni can be solved for directly in each tetrahedron
using the standard formulae for calculating volume coordinates. The tetrahedron encompassing the
input point is identified when 0 ≤ Ni ≤ 1. If no tetrahedron is found to encompass the input point, the
corresponding color is necessarily out-of-gamut and the optimization-based scheme can be applied to
generate a clipping gamut mapping.

The reformulation of tetrahedral interpolation as a Pareto-optimal problem may be extended to
include interpolation between any given number of known points as

minimize the function
f (Ni) = c11E∗ab(Ni)+ c2 I (Ni)− c3K (Ni)+ c4 R(Ni)

2This assumes all characterization points were created by measuring printed patches and not artificially created for the purpose
of gamut mapping.
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subject to the constraints

h1(Ni) =
n∑

i=1

Ni − 1 = 0

h2(Ni) = 1E∗ab max −1E∗ab ≥ 0
h3(Ni) = Imax − I ≥ 0
h4(Ni) ≥ 0 (16)

where n is the number of points over which the interpolation is made. In this way, interpolation in
arbitrarily shaped polyhedra can be expressed as a Pareto-optimal problem. The n points used in the
Pareto-optimal problem need not form a polyhedron about the input point, however. Any number of
known points in any arbitrary configuration is suitable for use in the Pareto-optimal problem. The
entire characterization set, in fact, may be used as the set of n points. This removes the restriction that
the characterization set be subdivided, and allows for interpolation over the entire characterization
set. This type of interpolation procedure is analogous to the “meshless methods” of the finite element
method [Belytschko et al. 1996], just as tetrahedral interpolation for color conversion is analogous to
the standard tetrahedral finite element method [Zienkiewicz and Taylor 1989]. Increasing the number
of points n over which the Pareto-optimal formulation of interpolation is applied is not without cost.
As the number of points n is increased, the optimization routine must manipulate a greater number of
independent variables Ni, which results in greater computational expense.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The ANN- and tetrahedral-interpolation-based schemes presented in Sections 2.4 and 2.5 were im-
plemented in the programs NeuralColor and OptInterpol, respectively. The codes were evaluated both
quantitatively and qualitatively through the conversion of several Tiff images. All image conversions
were carried out on a Dell personal computer with a 400 MHz Pentium processor and 128 MB of RAM
running Windows NT 4.0. The converted Tiff images and the characterization data set were printed on
a Tektronix Phaser 740 printer. Colorimetric data were measured using a X-Rite Digital Swatchbook
spectrophotometer with D65 illuminant and 2 degree standard observer. Consistent paper stock and
ambient light were maintained throughout the project.

Key issues related to the implementation of the Pareto-optimal approach, as well as the basic architec-
tures of the codes NeuralColor and OptInterpol, are presented in the following sections. In particular,
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 cover the construction of the characterization data set and the selection of an
optimization routine, two issues strongly affecting the performance of NeuralColor and OptInterpol.

3.1 The Characterization Data Set

A 149-color characterization data set was developed by the authors to efficiently and accurately capture
the nonlinearity of color mixing while spanning the entire gamut of the print device. The data set was
used for the training of NeuralColor’s ANNs and for the tetrahedral interpolation of OptInterpol. The
data were selected based on ANN training requirements, as well as knowledge of ink mixing as studied
by Drakopoulos [1997a, 1997b, 1998]. The practice of calculating CMYK values from CMY values was
strictly avoided, as this practice neglects dark areas of the gamut which can only be produced using
CMYK.

To evaluate the nonlinearity of a printer gamut quantitatively, Drakopoulos trained the ANNs f̃ L,
f̃ a, and f̃ b using the basic ANSI IT8.7/3 data set [ANSI 1993] printed on an IBM Network Color Printer.
A 46 full factorial design was then used to test the accuracy of the ANNs as a function of the amount
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Fig. 2. 1E∗ab histogram illustrating the relationship between 1E∗ab and black ink.

of black ink in the printed tone. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 2, which shows
that the error is greatest in the region where the dot fraction for black ink equals .4. The K values for
the colors in the characterization data set are based on this knowledge. The six chromatic primaries3

at various levels of saturation with black dot fractions of .2, .4, and .7 constitute the first 96 colors of
the characterization set. Colors 97 through 101 are made up of several levels of grey obtained solely
with black ink, including the white point (zero black). Colors 102 through 131 are mixtures of the
chromatic primaries with various levels of black. The final 18 data are mixtures of primaries and black.
Table I gives a more detailed description of the logic behind the 149-color characterization set. Figure 3
illustrates the 149-color characterization set in the CIELAB space. Appendix A contains a complete
listing of the characterization data set, including the measured CIELAB values for each color.

Chromaticity diagrams are often used to visualize printer gamuts. Figure 4 shows the six chromatic
primaries of four-color printing with various dot fractions of black. The figure may be interpreted as
cross sections of the printer gamut taken at different locations on the lightness scale. The change in
shape of the cross sections as black is added illustrates again the nonlinear behavior of ink mixing.

3.2 The Sequential Quadratic Programming Routine NLPQL

The Pareto-optimal problem dictating the conversion from CIELAB to CMYK can be solved efficiently
and accurately using a nonlinear programming algorithm. In any direct optimization code, two is-
sues are critical, namely the efficiency of search direction and the guarantee of convergence from
any starting point (global convergence) [Dennis and Schnabel 1983]. Sequential quadratic program-
ming (SQP) algorithms are efficient in search direction determination (superlinear convergence), and
have proved to be effective in solving equality- and inequality-constrained optimization problems when
combined with appropriate globalization schemes [Rustem 1998; Lootsma 1985]. Therefore, the SQP
code NLPQL [Schittkowski 1985] was selected for use in the present study.

3The chromatic primaries for four-color printing are cyan, green, yellow, red, magenta, and blue.
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Table I. Construction Methodology for the 149-Color
Characterization Set

Points Description
1–6 Primaries
7–12 .2 (Primaries)

13–18 .4 (Primaries)
19–24 .7 (Primaries)
25–30 Primaries + .2 Black
31–36 .2 (Primaries) + .2 Black
37–42 .4 (Primaries) + .2 Black
43–48 .7 (Primaries) + .2 Black
49–54 Primaries + .4 Black
55–60 .2 (Primaries) + .4 Black
61–66 .4 (Primaries) + .4 Black
67–72 .7 (Primaries) + .4 Black
73–78 Primaries + .7 Black
79–84 .2 (Primaries) + .7 Black
85–90 .4 (Primaries) + .7 Black
91–96 .7 (Primaries) + .7 Black
97 White Point
98–101 Greyscale Using Black

102–111 Mixtures of Primaries
112–121 Mixtures of Primaries + .3 Black
122–131 Mixtures of Primaries + .7 Black
132–149 Disproportional Mixing of Primaries and Black

Fig. 3. The 149-color characterization set.

The code NLPQL allows for a reverse-communication implementation in which the driving program
supplies the values of the objective function, objective function derivatives, constraint equations, and
constraint equation derivatives. This is unlike standard implementations where the optimization code
directly calls the function routines. In addition to the constraint equations, NLPQL maintains upper
and lower bounds for the variables x. The implementation of NLPQL is illustrated in Figure 5.

3.3 NeuralColor

The color management system NeuralColor, first developed in the thesis by Drakopoulos [1997a, 1997b,
1998], was expanded to fully implement the Pareto-optimal problem presented in Section 2.3 [Littlewood
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Fig. 4. Primaries with various amounts of black added.

2001]. As described in previous sections, NeuralColor operates by minimizing the objective function for
each pixel using the NLPQL routine, yielding a set of CMYK values. A flow chart for NeuralColor is
presented in Figure 6.

A crucial detail in the development of NeuralColor is the creation of the ANNs f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b.
The ANNs used in the program NeuralColor are regression models that predict either L∗, a∗, or b∗

as a function of CMYK. Specifically, one-hidden-layer feedforward ANNs were trained by backpropa-
gation [Haykin 1999] to model the relationship between CMYK and CIELAB. ANNs are well suited
for capturing the nonlinear behavior of color mixing. It has been proven that ANNs are universal ap-
proximators, and that in particular a standard multilayer feedforward network with a locally-bounded
piecewise-continuous activation function can approximate any continuous function to any degree of
accuracy if and only if the network’s activation function is not a polynomial [Hornik et al. 1989; Leshno
et al. 1993]. This property guarantees that ANNs are capable of capturing the nonlinearity of the CMYK
to CIELAB conversion.

Figure 7 illustrates the general structure of the ANN models. The ANNs are comprised of an input
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Each input neuron feeds each hidden-layer neuron. As data
travels from input neuron j to a hidden-layer neuron k, it is multiplied by the weight ω1 j k and summed
with bias b1 j . At each hidden neuron, the activation function Act() is called and the resulting value is
sent to the output layer. As data travels to the output layer from hidden-layer neuron j , it is multiplied
by weight ω2 j 1 and summed with bias b2 j . The activation function Act() is again called by the output
neuron, and the resulting value is output by the network. Sigmoid functions are the most common form
of activation function [Haykin 1999]. In this study, hyperbolic tangent was used as the ANN-activation
function. Hyperbolic tangent is a monotonically increasing, non-polynomial function with upper and
lower bounds of 1 and −1, respectively.

The values for ωi j k and bij were determined by a backpropagation procedure. Backpropagation was
achieved by implementing the LMDIF1 subroutine, which solves the least squares problem with the
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Fig. 5. Flow diagram for reverse-communication interface with the optimization routine NLPQL. The objective function is
denoted as f(x), the constraint equations as g(x), and their respective derivatives as df(x) and dg(x).

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [More et al. 1980; Dennis and Schnabel 1983]. In this procedure, the
mean square error (MSE) between a known characterization set and the ANN predictions is minimized.
The 149-color characterization set was used for training the ANNs. The proper number of hidden
neurons was determined by an exhaustive comparison of possible structures, with the number of hidden
neurons ranging from one to nine.
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Fig. 6. Flow diagram for program NeuralColor.

Fig. 7. An illustration of a four-input, one-hidden-layer, one-output ANN with three neurons in the hidden layer. The ANNs f̃ L,
f̃ a, and f̃ b used by NeuralColor contained 5, 6, and 7 hidden neurons, respectively.

For training of the ANNs f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b, six copies of the 149-color set were printed and measured.
Colorimetric data were then averaged over the six measurements. This was done to reduce character-
ization errors, which result from such factors as measurement error, color variation within a printed
patch, and color variation between prints. In a preliminary study, five patches were randomly chosen
from the 149-color set and measured on each of 25 separate prints. From these measurements, it was
estimated that the standard deviation when printing on the Tektronix Phaser 740 printer is equal to
1.145 1E∗ab. This correlates to a 95% confidence interval of ±.77 1E∗ab when averaging over 6 measure-
ments. Averaging over three measurements, which was done elsewhere in this study, corresponds to a
95% confidence interval of ±1.09 1E∗ab.

For the purpose of identifying suitable ANN structures for f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b, a systematic experiment
was carried out that compared the performances of ANNs with different numbers of hidden neurons.
ANNs were trained with structures that varied from one hidden neuron to nine hidden neurons. The
comparison of ANN structures utilized two distinct sets of data. The 149-color characterization set
was used for training, and the extended ANSI IT8.7/3 set was used for testing the ANNs. Measure-
ments were averaged over three copies for the ANN-structure-comparison experiments. The extended
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Fig. 8. ANN testing results for f̃ L.

Fig. 9. ANN testing results for f̃ a.

ANSI IT8.7/3 set was modified by removing from it any color which also appears in the 149-color train-
ing set, resulting in a testing set of 851 colors. This modification ensured that the ANNs were tested
on data that they were not exposed to during the training process. Testing of this type measures an
ANNs ability to generalize the transformation, and also reveals overfitting. In every case, 10 repeti-
tions of the training procedure were carried out with random initial values assigned to the weights
ωi j k and initial values of zero assigned to the biases bij . For each structure, the best test MSE was
recorded, along with the average test MSE. Complete testing results are presented in Figures 8, 9,
and 10.

Of primary importance is the best test MSE obtained over the 10 training runs. The results for f̃ L
show that accurate prediction is possible when the number of neurons in the hidden layer exceeds two.
Even in the case of a single hidden-layer neuron, the MSE for f̃ L is not exceedingly large. The minimum
number of hidden-layer neurons required for accurate prediction of a∗ and b∗ is four neurons. These
data suggest that the relationship between CMYK and lightness is less complex than the relationship
between CMYK and hue.
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Fig. 10. ANN testing results for f̃ b.

Fig. 11. The printer gamut as calculated by the ANNs f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b.

Comparison of the best MSE values and the mean MSE values shows clearly that ANN training is
generally not repeatable when the weights are assigned random initial values. This behavior may be
explained in terms of local minima [Sontag and Sussmann 1989; Gori and Tesi 1992]. The training
algorithm begins with randomly assigned weights and makes iterative adjustments until a minimum
is found (i.e. until the derivatives of the MSE function with respect to ωi j k and bij are zero). There is
no guarantee that the minimum found will be the global minimum. This causes the wide variation in
solutions. The solution variation was taken into consideration when selecting the best ANN structures
for f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b. ANN structures capable of obtaining low MSE values are clearly desirable, but also
desirable is a structure that is well-behaved during the training process.

A trade-off exists in the determination of ANN structures for f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b. As more neurons are
added to the hidden layer, neural networks are better able to handle complex relationships. Larger
ANNs, however, are more computationally expensive to evaluate and exhibit inconsistency in the
training process. Based on the data presented in Figures 8, 9 and 10, ANN structures of 5, 6, and
7 hidden-layer neurons were selected for f̃ L, f̃ a, and f̃ b, respectively. The printer gamut as calculated
by the final ANNs is shown in Figure 11. The gamut images for this figure were generated by inputting
a 417 full factorial design in CMYK into the ANNs.
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Fig. 12. Flow diagram for program OptInterpol.

3.4 OptInterpol

The tetrahedral-interpolation-based Pareto-optimal scheme was implemented through creation of the
color management system OptInterpol. As with NeuralColor, OptInterpol utilizes the optimization rou-
tine NLPQL. A flow chart illustrating the architecture of OptInterpol is presented in Figure 12. Unlike
NeuralColor, OptInterpol solves the Pareto-optimal problem multiple times for each pixel, considering
each tetrahedron individually. The use of a Pareto-objective function does not allow the proper tetrahe-
dron to be selected prior to the solution of the Pareto-optimal problem. This is due to the fact that input
and output CIELAB values do not match in general. For example, in the solution for minimization of
total ink with a specified 1E∗ab max, the input and output CIELAB values do not match, as colorimetric
accuracy was sacrificed for a reduction in cost. Without a priori knowledge of the output CIELAB values,
a search for the proper tetrahedron cannot be made.

Typical interpolation-based color management schemes operate using a characterization set orga-
nized in a lattice structure [Hung 1992; 1993]. A well organized structure of this type allows for straight-
forward division into cubes or tetrahedra [Kanamori and Kotera 1992]. The 149-color characterization
set created in this study, however, is not well organized. As described in Section 3.1, the characterization
set was chosen to efficiently capture gamut nonlinearity and is not evenly distributed in the CIELAB
color space. The division of the characterization set into tetrahedra is therefore a non-trivial problem
requiring the application of more advanced mathematics.

A solution to this problem was found in the code Qhull, a public domain program provided by The
Geometry Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota [Barber and Huhdanpaa 1998; Barber et al. 1996]. In the
context of this research, Qhull is used to compute a three-dimensional Delaunay triangulation, resulting
in a set of tetrahedra which completely fill the printer gamut and do not overlap one another. In total,
826 tetrahedra were formed to fill the printer gamut, as illustrated in Figure 13. It is noted that
Figure 13 gives a depiction of the printer gamut similar to that of Balasubramanian and Dalal [1997],
who used a modified convex hull algorithm to estimate printer gamut surfaces. After running the Qhull
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Fig. 13. Qhull output: tetrahedra filling the 149-color characterization set.

Table II. Print Objectives and Corresponding Parameter Values
c1 c2 c3 1E∗ab max Inkmax Print Objective
1 0 0 400 4 Reproduce image as accurately as possible
1 0 0 400 1 minimize error with a restriction on total ink
0 1 0 20 4 minimize total ink with a high allowable 1E∗ab
0 1 0 5 4 minimize total ink with a low allowable 1E∗ab
0 0 1 20 4 maximize black with a high allowable 1E∗ab
0 0 1 5 4 maximize black with a low allowable 1E∗ab
2.5 1 0 400 4 unconstrained solution of Pareto-optimal problem.
8 0 1 400 4 unconstrained solution of Pareto-optimal problem.

program, the output was reformatted and the CMYK data was added for each point. The result is a
data file containing the CIELAB and CMYK data for each point in a number of tetrahedra. The data
file is read by OptInterpol, providing the tetrahedra required for interpolation.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Quantitative evaluations of NeuralColor and OptInterpol were made through conversion of the MacBeth
ColorCheckertm color rendition chart. A 24-pixel image, with each pixel corresponding to a patch in the
MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart, was converted from CIELAB to CMYK and then printed at a resolution
of 2 pixels per inch. True error, 1E∗ab true, for each patch in the chart was calculated as

1E∗ab true =
√

(L∗input − L∗output)2 + (a∗input − a∗output)2 + (b∗input − b∗output)2 (17)

where (L∗a∗b∗)input are the input values supplied to the conversion programs and (L∗a∗b∗)output were
determined by physical measurement of the printed image after conversion. Average ink usage for cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black was tabulated, as well as program run time (CPU time).

The MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart was converted using the programs NeuralColor and OptInterpol
for eight sets of parameter values. The parameter values were selected for comparison of different output
objectives, as described in Section 2.3. The set of conversion objectives, along with the corresponding
parameter values,4 are presented in Table II. The values of ci for the unconstrained solutions of the
Pareto-optimal problem (listed at the bottom of Table II) were chosen to create a balance between the

4Note that the objective function, as it appears in the code for NeuralColor and OptInterpol, is f = 1
375 c11E∗ab + 1

4 c2 I − c3 K .
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Table III. Ink Usage and CPU Time for Conversion of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm

Chart (24 Pixels) using NeuralColor
c1 c2 c3 1E∗ab max Inkmax C M Y K Total Ink CPU Time (sec)

1 0 0 400 4 0.31 0.37 0.46 0.10 1.24 0.12
1 0 0 400 1 0.17 0.24 0.32 0.17 0.90 0.11
0 1 0 20 4 0.11 0.19 0.23 0.13 0.66 0.09
0 1 0 5 4 0.19 0.26 0.33 0.18 0.96 0.29
0 0 1 20 4 0.16 0.24 0.37 0.48 1.25 0.11
0 0 1 5 4 0.20 0.27 0.36 0.26 1.09 0.27
2.5 1 0 400 4 0.14 0.22 0.27 0.19 0.83 0.09
8 0 1 400 4 0.15 0.26 0.40 0.54 1.35 0.08

competing conversion objectives. Typical solution values for ink usage were in the neighborhood of 30%
of the maximum possible ink usage (Imax possible = 4, Itypical ≈ 1.2, Kmax possible = 1, K typical ≈ .3). Typical
solution values for 1E∗ab, however, were in the neighborhood of 5% of the maximum possible 1E∗ab (the
maximum possible value for 1E∗ab is based on the ranges of L∗, a∗, and b∗ used in ICC profiles [ICC
1998], 1E∗ab max possible =

√
2562 + 2562 + 1002 ≈ 375, 1E∗ab typical ≈ 20). Due to the nature of these

solution values, careful selection of ci is required to avoid dominance of a single term in the objective
function. Note that setting 1E∗ab max equal to 400 and Inkmax equal to 4 is equivalent to removing the
constraints.

In addition to the parameter values listed in TableII, the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart was con-
verted with the objective of minimizing total ink with the constraint on 1E∗ab ranging from 0 to 20, and
also for the maximization of black ink with the constraint on 1E∗ab ranging from 0 to 20. These conver-
sions were used to analyze ink usage as a function of the constraint on 1E∗ab and were not analyzed for
colorimetric accuracy, as is discussed in Section 5.2.

In addition to the quantitative data obtained through conversion of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm

chart, several Tiff images were converted for the purpose of subjectively evaluating the conversion
schemes. Four images, each with its dominant tones falling in different regions of the printer gamut,
were converted using both NeuralColor and OptInterpol. These results provide a qualitative feel
for the effects of different conversion objectives, something which is not provided by the numerical
results.

5. RESULTS

The programs NeuralColor and OptInterpol were successful in converting the MacBeth ColorCheckertm

color rendition chart with different sets of conversion parameters as described in the preceding section.
Quantitative data from these conversions are included in Section 5.1. The colorimetric data presented
in Section 5.1 were averaged over three prints. Ink usage as a function of the constraint on 1E∗ab for
the minimization of total ink and the maximization of black ink is presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3
describes the image conversions used to evaluate the Pareto-optimal approaches qualitatively.

5.1 Quantitative Evaluations

The code NeuralColor was used to convert the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart for each of the eight
prescribed parameter sets. Quantitative results for these conversions are presented in Tables III and
IV. Ink usage (CMYK) was tabulated in terms of average dot fraction (0 ≤ CMYK ≤ 1). To determine
which of the colors in the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart are in-gamut, NeuralColor was used to convert
the image for minimization of1E∗ab with the constraint that1E∗ab be equal to zero. For any case in which
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Table IV. Colorimetric Accuracy of the Results Obtained with the Program
NeuralColor

Overall In-gamut (14) Out-of-gamut (10)
c1 c2 c3 1E∗ab max Inkmax 1E∗ab true 1E∗ab true 1E∗ab true

1 0 0 400 4 5.3 2.8 8.8
1 0 0 400 1 10.8 8.3 14.2
0 1 0 20 4 19.3 19.1 19.7
0 1 0 5 4 6.5 4.8 8.9
0 0 1 20 4 20.8 20.3 21.5
0 0 1 5 4 7.5 6.3 9.2
2.5 1 0 400 4 10.5 8.3 13.6
8 0 1 400 4 22.0 20.0 24.7

Table V. Ink Usage and CPU Time for Conversion of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm

Chart (24 Pixels) using OptInterpol
c1 c2 c3 1E∗ab max Inkmax C M Y K Total Ink CPU Time (sec)

1 0 0 400 4 0.26 0.31 0.39 0.17 1.13 23.03
1 0 0 400 1 0.20 0.23 0.28 0.16 0.87 21.76
0 1 0 20 4 0.13 0.19 0.20 0.13 0.64 57.13
0 1 0 5 4 0.21 0.26 0.32 0.18 0.98 15.86
0 0 1 20 4 0.17 0.25 0.38 0.47 1.27 62.38
0 0 1 5 4 0.23 0.28 0.36 0.25 1.12 78.98
2.5 1 0 400 4 0.16 0.20 0.26 0.17 0.80 17.54
8 0 1 400 4 0.19 0.23 0.35 0.34 1.11 15.72

Table VI. Colorimetric Accuracy of the Results Obtained using the Program OptInterpol
Overall In-gamut (15) Out-of-gamut (9)

c1 c2 c3 1E∗ab max Inkmax 1E∗ab true 1E∗ab true 1E∗ab true
1 0 0 400 4 5.7 2.7 10.7
1 0 0 400 1 12.1 9.1 17.1
0 1 0 20 4 21.6 21.0 22.6
0 1 0 5 4 7.0 5.2 10.1
0 0 1 20 4 20.9 20.3 21.8
0 0 1 5 4 7.9 6.5 10.3
2.5 1 0 400 4 13.8 12.7 15.5
8 0 1 400 4 11.4 8.5 17.0

NeuralColor returned no solution, the color was determined to be out-of-gamut. Ten of the twenty-four
colors were found to be out-of-gamut. Colorimetric error is listed separately for in-gamut and out-of-
gamut colors in Table IV.

Results for the conversions of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart using each of the eight parame-
ter sets are presented in Tables V and VI for OptInterpol. To determine which colors are in-gamut,
OptInterpol was also used to convert the image for minimization of 1E∗ab with the constraint that
1E∗ab be equal to zero. Using OptInterpol in this way, nine colors were found to be out-of-gamut. This
result differs from the result obtain using NeuralColor by one color, and illustrates that, in practice,
the color-management system affects the obtainable gamut of a printing system. It is again worth
noting that the first conversion in Tables V and VI is equivalent to standard tetrahedral interpola-
tion over an unevenly distributed data set in conjunction with a clipping algorithm for out-of-gamut
colors.
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Fig. 14. Ink usage for conversion of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart.

5.2 Further Analysis of Ink Reduction Techniques

The results presented in Tables III and V provide physically measured data for the analysis of the
Pareto-optimal approach to color management. Specifying the 1E∗ab max constraint to be both 5 and 20
for the minimization of total ink and maximization of black ink approaches provides information about
the behavior of these schemes as the1E∗ab max constraint is increased (i.e. as the trade-off problem of cost
versus reproduction accuracy moves in the direction of lowering cost). In an effort to further document
the behavior of these algorithms as cost becomes a more dominant factor, the minimization of total
ink and the maximization of black ink approaches were analyzed by varying 1E∗ab max from 0 to 20 on
increments of 1 for conversion of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart. The ink usage for each case is
presented in Figures 14(a) through 14(d).

5.3 Qualitative Results

The numerical results presented in Section 5.1 allow for an analysis of converted images in terms
of colorimetric match and printing cost. A rigorous evaluation of the Pareto-optimal formulations for
image conversion requires qualitative results as well. Several test images were selected for this purpose,
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each having dominant tones in a different region of the printer gamut. Images were acquired from the
Kodak web page and from the Adobe Photoshop CD [Kodak; Adobe Photoshop 1996]. Appendix B and
Appendix C contain these test images converted with a variety of conversion objectives.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A number of common color management objectives including colorimetric accuracy, cost minimiza-
tion, and gamut mapping were unified under the general Pareto-optimal formulation. Two distinct
implementations of this formulation, namely the ANN-based NeuralColor and the interpolation-based
OptInterpol, allowed for printing with various user-controlled color management objectives. A 149-
color characterization set was used both as an ANN training set and for the creation of a tetrahedral
mesh, as facilitated by the Qhull program. The converted test images demonstrate the validity of the
Pareto-optimal color management systems developed in this study.

Prior to directly addressing the image conversion results in Section 6.2, the general behavior of
NeuralColor and OptInterpol when solving indeterminate problems are addressed in Section 6.1. In
Section 6.3, a comparison of the color management systems developed in this study to other existing
methods is made. Finally, the creation of ICC profiles for real-time image conversion using the Pareto-
optimal approach is covered in Section 6.4.

6.1 Uniqueness of Solutions

As was described in preceding sections, a transformation from CIELAB to CMYK is, in general in-
determinate, having infinite solutions for any color inside the printer gamut. In the context of the
Pareto-optimal approach, an example of an indeterminate transformation is that of Equation (5). The
interpolation-based color management scheme is capable of finding only one of the solutions to inde-
terminate transforms of this type. Factors such as GCR are inherently determined by the construction
of the characterization set. Desirable traits such as smooth GCR must therefore be considered during
the construction of the characterization set if they are to be implemented by interpolation-based color
management schemes.

ANN behavior in relation to uniqueness of solutions for CIELAB to CMYK conversion is far less rigid
than that of interpolation-based schemes. There is no constraint explicitly guiding the ANN scheme
to a particular solution of an intermediate problem. The code NeuralColor, however, returns unique
solutions without exception when given a CIELAB image for conversion into CMYK.

The convergence of NeuralColor to a single solution in the case of indeterminate problems is a result of
the imperfect fit provided by the ANNs. The ANNs created for use in NeuralColor are locally oscillatory,
leading to a unique local minimum in cases where a multitude of minima actually exist. When given
input CIELAB values, NeuralColor finds a unique CMYK solution from the theoretically infinite set
of solutions as a result of this local oscillatory behavior. Figures 15(a) through 15(c) were constructed
using a simple 1-D example, and are presented as an illustration of this behavior. The training function
is single valued for training points 21 through 50. The ANN, however, is oscillatory, as can be seen
clearly in Figure 15(c).

Although this behavior leads to a unique solution for the Pareto-optimal problems developed in
this study, it is possible to expand the Pareto-optimal approach to allow for user control over the
chosen solution. Rather than allowing local oscillations of the ANNs to dictate the choice of solution,
an approach has been developed which allows for a user-specified solution. This expansion is outlined
in Section 6.5 along with its most promising application, user-controlled GCR.
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Fig. 15. Illustration of the locally oscillatory behavior of ANNs.

6.2 Analysis of Image Conversions

The following conclusions are drawn from the numerical results presented in Section 5 and from the
qualitative image conversions presented in Appendix B and Appendix C.

(1) Prints of the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart obtained by unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab
had an average error for in-gamut colors of 2.7 1E∗ab and 2.8 1E∗ab for NeuralColor and OptInterpol,
respectively. Average errors across all colors in the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart were 5.3 1E∗ab and
5.71E∗ab, respectively. These results confirm NeuralColor and OptInterpol’s ability to reproduce images
with colorimetric accuracy.

(2) Minimization of 1E∗ab in conjunction with the constraint Imax allows for image conversion for a
given upper bound on ink usage. With a constraint of 1 on total ink (i.e. dot fractions C+M+Y +K ≤ 1),
the MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart was reproduced with an average error across all colors of 10.81E∗ab
for NeuralColor and 12.1 1E∗ab for OptInterpol.

(3) The lowest possible total ink usage for a specified maximum allowable 1E∗ab can be found using
the minimization of total ink approach with the1E∗ab max constraint. When solving for the minimization
of ink with 1E∗ab max = 5, NeuralColor found a solution that used an average ink per pixel of .96 and
had a measured error of 4.8 1E∗ab. By increasing 1E∗ab max to 20, the average ink per pixel was reduced
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to .66 with an average measured error of 19.1 1E∗ab. Similar results were found with OptInterpol, as
shown in Tables V and VI.

(4) Solutions for the minimization of total ink effectively lower the cost of printing by reducing total
ink deposition. The savings in cost is off-set by an increase in 1E∗ab. The inverse relationship between
cost and colorimetric accuracy for the ink minimization approach is evidenced in Figures 14(a) and
14(c).

(5) The maximization of black ink approach in conjunction with the constraint1E∗ab max is not effective
in reducing cost. As illustrated in Figures 14(a) and 14(d), the total ink deposition is not reduced as
1E∗ab max is increased. This behavior is explained by the fact that the maximum GCR solution was found
when the 1E∗ab max constraint was set to zero. Increasing 1E∗ab max did not have the effect of increasing
GCR, because the maximum GCR level had already been reached. Instead, increasing 1E∗ab max simply
resulted in the increased deposition of black. This both degraded the image and increased total ink
deposition (cost).

(6) Tighter constraints (e.g. lower 1E∗ab max or Imax) increase computational time.
(7) The use of a mixed objective function balancing the minimization of1E∗ab and the minimization of

ink allows for compromise between the objectives of colorimetric accuracy and cost, without the intro-
duction of constraints into the Pareto-optimal problem. The exclusion of constraints from the problem
reduces computational time, but does not allow for strict upper bounds such as Imax. The parameters
ci governing these conversions must be chosen carefully to avoid dominance of a single term in the
Pareto-optimal solution.

(8) The tetrahedral-interpolation-based code OptInterpol requires extensive computational time in
comparison to the ANN-based code NeuralColor. This is a result of OptInterpol’s repeated solving of
the optimization problem for each tetrahedron in the characterization set.

(9) The results obtained using OptInterpol are comparable to the results obtained by NeuralColor,
indicating that the 149-color characterization set is well selected for capturing the nonlinear nature
of color printing. The characterization data are densely arranged in areas of high nonlinearity, and
sparsely arranged in more linear regions, allowing the local linear models of interpolation to give
results comparable to the global nonlinear ANN model despite the small overall size of the charac-
terization set.

(10) Undesirable artifacts were created in several of the images in Appendices B and C. Bands are
present, particularly when the 1E∗ab max constraint is loosened to 20 1E∗ab. These artifacts are most
evident in the capsule image and the balloons image. These bands or jumps are the result of the
programs NeuralColor and OptInterpol finding significantly different solutions for very similar input
colors. Figure 16 illustrates this phenomenon in more detail. Figure 16 shows the input CIELAB image
and the output CMYK image for two pixels located in the thumb in the capsule image. The output image
was created using NeuralColor for maximization of black ink with1E∗ab max equal to 20. The neighboring
input colors are nearly identical, with CIELAB values equal to (68, 28, 37) and (68, 28, 35), respectively.
They are part of a smooth transition in the input image. A significant color jump is present in the output
image. The CMYK values for the output image are (0, .43, .77, .27) and (0, .31, .67, .27), respectively.
The ANNs used in NeuralColor predict corresponding output CIELAB values of (50.7, 18.3, 33.4) and
(56.6, 11.9, 30.7). This gives a colorimetric error for the first pixel of 20.16 1E∗ab and a colorimetric
error for the second pixel of 20.19 1E∗ab. The two output pixels were calculated from very similar input
colors, and both are ≈201E∗ab away from their respective input values in the CIELAB space, but the
output pixels differ from each other by 9.11 1E∗ab. This type of artifact is reduced as the constraint
on 1E∗ab is tightened; the worst case scenario creates a false jump of magnitude 21E∗ab max. The color
management formulations in the present study regard each pixel in an image as a separate color
conversion problem and do not take into consideration the relationships between neighboring pixels.
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Fig. 16. An example of artifacts present in the converted images. Both pixels reproduce the originals with an error of ≈201E∗ab,
but the output pixels differ from each other by ≈9 1E∗ab.

It would be possible, however, to develop such relationships and include them in the Pareto-optimal
formulation.

The Pareto-optimal approach to color conversion investigated in this study offers a novel approach
to color printing. Important contributions include the unification of multiple printing objectives in
a single methodology and an ink minimization formulation combining clipping and gamut compres-
sion. The formulation of interpolation as an optimization problem and the utilization of the pro-
gram Qhull for division of arbitrarily arranged characterization data into tetrahedra, are novel ap-
proaches offering new flexibility in color management. The Pareto-optimal approach to printer color
management could be applied to any color-space transform, such as those required for display on
a monitor or for image scanning. Printing was a natural choice for the application of the Pareto-
optimal approach due to the trade-off of cost versus reproduction accuracy, however any number of
rendering intents for image display or scanning could be included in the formulation. The success
of this project has provided the groundwork for current studies that shall be presented in follow-up
papers.

6.3 Comparison to other Methods

A variety of methods are available for color conversion into a printer color space, including LUTs and
continuous models. Comparison of the methods developed in this study to other methods of printer color
management can be made in terms of flexibility, practicality, and the ability to accurately reproduce an
image.

Flexibility is an important strong point of the Pareto-optimal approach. The Pareto-optimal approach
unifies any number of rendering intents into a single methodology, including cost and reproduction
accuracy. Color-mixing models attempt to predict the color of a print given the dot fractions of ink
laid down on the paper. The use of these models alone does not allow for any flexibility in rendering
intent. Likewise, a color management system that operates using a limited set of LUTs, is limited to
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the conversions defined in those LUTs. The ability to print with arbitrary rendering intent, sets the
Pareto-optimal approach apart from other existing methods.

A shortcoming of NeuralColor and OptInterpol is the extensive computational time required for print-
ing. The Pareto-optimal approach requires the solution of a general equality- and inequality-constrained
nonlinear optimization problem. This type of optimization problem must be solved iteratively, requir-
ing extensive computation in comparison to simply evaluating an equation or performing interpolation
inside a LUT. The program WriteICC was developed for the creation of ICC profiles in order to facilitate
real-time image conversion using the Pareto-optimal approach. Section 6.4 covers the creation of ICC
profiles with arbitrary rendering intent using the Pareto-optimal approach. For any given rendering
intent, an ICC profile can be created and stored in a library for later use. The computational time for
creating an ICC profile is equivalent to the time required for conversion of an equivalently-sized image,
but once the profile is created it can be used for real-time conversion of any image and is suitable for
use in a variety of commercial image processing codes.

To evaluate the ability of the color management systems developed in this study to accurately repro-
duce an image, a number of studies have been selected from the literature for comparison. Comparisons
are best made with studies in which results were presented for measured print data, as opposed to print
simulations or comparison to other mathematical models of the printing process. The literature cited
for comparison presents data for image conversion with the intent of colorimetric match. This intent
was implemented in the present study through the unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab, for which
NeuralColor and OptInterpol had average errors of 2.8 1E∗ab and 2.7 1E∗ab for in-gamut colors in the
MacBeth ColorCheckertm chart, and errors of 5.3 1E∗ab and 5.7 1E∗ab across all colors in the MacBeth
ColorCheckertm chart. The data cited in the following paragraphs show that the ability of the color
management systems developed in this study is comparable to, and often exceeds, that of other existing
methods.

Kang [1994] presented an extensive evaluation of various color mixing models including the Neuge-
bauer equations, the Yule-Nielsen model, the Clapper-Yule model, the Beer-Bouguer law, the Kubelka-
Monk model, and several hybrid approaches. A range of values was used in the model parameters in
each case, for a total of 52 cases. Modal parameters were determined using 10-level color wedges for
each primary. A Canon Color Laser Copier 500 (CLC-500) was used for printing in the study. The best
results for modeling CMY printing over 64 test patches was 5.01 1E∗ab for a single-constant Kubelka-
Munk equation with a halftone correction factor. The same model had an average error of 7.15 1E∗ab
when applied to CMYK printing and tested over 58 patches. Iino and Berns [1998] evaluated the
accuracy of the Murry-Davies-Yule-Nielsen and the Omatsu models. Model parameters were calcu-
lated using data from 57 print samples. Average testing errors over an independent data set were 4.2
and 3.9 1E∗ab for the Murray-Davies-Yule-Nielsen and the Omatsu models, respectively. Rolleston and
Balasubramanian [1993] evaluated the accuracy of various types of Neugebauer models using a Xerox
5775 color printer. Results were obtained by printing 1000 random samples; average errors ranged
from 2.600 1E∗ab for cellular Yule-Nielsen modified Neugebauer Equations, to 7.414 1E∗ab for the basic
(unmodified) Neugebauer equations. The various Neugebauer equations required 16 characterization
measurements. Mongeon [1996] presented results for image transformations using 4th-order polyno-
mial regression models. A Xerox 5760 printer was modeled using a 360-color test print, and test results
were presented for the Kodak Q60 print (236 colors). Average error over the entire test print was
3.56 1E∗ab, and the average error for in-gamut colors was reported to be 2.47 1E∗ab. Nin, Kasson, and
Plouffe [1992] evaluated a tri-linear interpolation scheme for conversion from CIELAB to CMY. An
interpolation table was constructed for a DuPont 4Cast using colors at constant hue angles of 30, 90,
150, 210, 270, and 330 degrees, with squares 5 units apart in luminance and chroma. The MacBeth
ColorCheckertm Chart was then reproduced with an average error of 2.8 1E∗ab across all colors.
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Results from other studies that used ANNs to create printer models are highly relevant to the present
study. A study by Kang and Anderson [1992] investigated the use of ANNs for scanner and printer
calibration. To examine the use of ANNs as printer models, a Kodak Q60-C print (236 colors) was used
to train an ANN for a Canon Color Laser Copier-500 (CLC-500). A number of the data were removed
from the training set and used as testing data, with average errors of about 6 1E∗ab. Arai, Nakano, and
Iga [1993] used a neural network for modeling the transformation from CIELAB to CMY. A sample
set of 9261 colors was measured, and a neural network was then trained repeatedly, using randomly
selected subsets of between 8 and 125 colors until the 9261-color set was exhausted. Final testing
using 125 colors chosen at random from the 9261-color set gave an average error of 2.91 1E∗ab for the
most accurate of the ANNs. Tominaga [1993, 1996, 1998a] has authored several papers on the use of
ANNs for modeling color conversion into a printer color space. In one case, Tominaga trained an ANN
using 216 pairs of RGB and XYZ data to model a Shinko Electric model CHC-S443 dye sublimation
printer [Tominaga 1993]. The ANN model was then tested over 125 colors with an average error of
2.61 1E∗ab. Tominaga [1996] also conducted a study using a thermal transfer-dye sublimation printer.
An ANN was trained with 4096 samples, and results showed a mean error of 2.5 1E∗ab over 150 test
colors. In a later study, Tominaga [1998a] conducted experiments with a dye sublimation printer and
an ink jet printer. An ANN was trained using a 6561-color data set, and then tested using 148 color
patches. The resulting RMS 1E∗ab was 2.24.

For a comparison of our method to readily available methods, the MacBeth Chart was printed using
the Tektronix Phaser 740 ICC profile (Tkph7401.icm) with relative colorimetric rendering intent from
Adobe Photoshop 4.0.1. The average error was 11.4 1E∗ab. This relatively poor result is presumed to
be due largely to the fact that the ICC profile is intended to capture some average performance of the
Tektronix Phaser 740 under various printing conditions, with various paper stock, and so on. The color
management systems developed in the present study were calibrated using identical paper stock and
similar environmental conditions to those present during testing and thus have a distinct advantage
over the use of the ICC profile provided by Tektronix.

6.4 ICC Profile Generation

A shortcoming of the color management systems developed in this study is the extensive computational
time required for image conversion. This issue was overcome through the development of the program
WriteICC, which creates ICC profiles for use with a wide variety of commercial software. WriteICC was
developed using guidelines set by the ICC, and was based largely on code provided by D. Wallner [ICC
1998; Wallner 1998].

By inputting a regular grid in the CIELAB space into NeuralColor or OptInterpol, LUTs for CIELAB
to CMYK conversion were created. Likewise, a regular grid in CMYK was used for the creation of
LUTs for CMYK to CIELAB conversion. The Pareto-optimal formulation was not used in the case of
creating LUTs for CMYK to CIELAB conversion; the functions f L(CMYK ), fa(CMYK ), and fb(CMYK )
were simply used to predict CMYK given CIELAB. In the case of NeuralColor, the ANNs were used to
predict CIELAB values given a set of CMYK values. In the case of OptInterpol, CIELAB values were
predicted using interpolation inside a 4-D LUT constructed using the 149-color characterization set.

By using the Pareto-optimal approach in conjunction with the program WriteICC, any number of
LUTs can be created with arbitrary rendering intent. These LUTs can then be stored in a custom
library for later use. The computational effort required to create an ICC profile is equivalent to that
of directly reproducing an image using NeuralColor or OptInterpol, but once an ICC profile has been
created, image conversion may be achieved in real time. The accuracy lost in the creation of an ICC
profile is a function of the profile size. As the density of the profile is increased, interpolation error
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decreases. Large profiles, however, require a significant amount of memory for storage, thus users
must make a decision regarding the trade-off of accuracy versus memory usage.

The creation of ICC profiles using the Pareto-optimal approach allows for real-time image conversion
with arbitrary rendering intent and allows for integration with a variety of commercial software. The
loss of accuracy associated with building ICC profiles can be made negligible by creating a profile that is
significantly dense. ICC profile generation successfully removes the computational restrictions inherent
in the Pareto-optimal approach to printer color management.

6.5 Current Work

A shortcoming of the ANN-based color management scheme is convergence to a single solution for
indeterminate problems based on the local behavior of the ANNs. This behavior reduces control of GCR
and can lead to inconsistent GCR across the image. An expansion of the Pareto-optimal approach has
been developed that allows for user control over GCR.

Indeterminate problems (e.g. Equation (5)) have a set of solutions for any in-gamut color. The solutions
within this set are uniquely described in terms of GCR, that is to say the solutions differ only by the
dot fraction of black ink. The solution for 0% GCR can be found using NeuralColor by minimizing K
with 1E∗ab max = 0. Likewise, the solution for 100% GCR can be found by maximizing K with with
1E∗ab max = 0. Maximizing or minimizing total ink with 1E∗ab max = 0 also yields the 0%-GCR and
100%-GCR solutions, respectively. Once the 0%- and 100%-GCR solutions have been obtained for a
given color, any arbitrary GCR solution may be found by setting a constraint on black ink that forces
the dot fraction of black ink to fall at some prescribed location between the dot fractions of black ink
for the 0%-GCR and 100%-GCR solutions. For example, if a 0%-GCR solution is found for a given color
in which the black dot fraction is equal to 0, and a 100%-GCR solution is found in which the black dot
fraction is equal to .7, then a 50%-GCR solution may be found by minimizing 1E∗ab with the constraint
that K = .35. Alternatively, this methodology may be applied to the smallest chromatic dot fraction
(i.e. a constraint may be placed on MIN(CMY).

The method of specifying the dot fraction of black or MIN(CMY) based on the 0%- and 100%-GCR
solutions overrides NeuralColor’s tendency to converge to a solution based on local ANN behavior
and allows for arbitrary, used-specified GCR. Users may specify GCR as a constant value, resulting
in consistent GCR across an image, or users may supply a “GCR map,” which specifies GCR on a
pixel by pixel basis. An example application of the “GCR map” is the assignment of 100% GCR to text
within an image. The expanded Pareto-optimal approach for user-controlled GCR has been verified
using a modified version of NeuralColor and is the subject of current research. Image conversions with
consistent GCR across the image have been free of the gradient jumps that are present in many of the
prints obtained in the current study.

A second promising aspect of the ANN-based Pareto-optimal approach is its ability to model a CIELAB
to CMYK conversion based on a relatively small number of characterization measurements. This trait
lends itself to the field of print device calibration. The remeasurement of the characterization set and
retraining of the ANNs would yield a recalibrated printing system with significant savings in cost in
comparison to remeasuring a typical LUT. ANNs may also be recalibrated by adding several heavily
weighted recalibration points to the training set followed by a retraining of the ANNs. A set of recali-
bration points might be comprised of Neugebauer’s [1937] primaries: red, green, blue, cyan, magenta,
yellow, black, and white. A third recalibration scheme is that of modeling printer drift directly, using a
new set of ANNs. The original characterization set, or any LUT in general, could be modified using the
recalibration ANNs to compensate for printer drift. ANN-based approaches to printer calibration are
research topics currently under investigation.
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APPENDIX

A. 149-COLOR CHARACTERIZATION SET

Table VII. The 149-Point Characterization Data Set. L∗a∗b∗ Data were Averaged
over Six Measurements and have a 95% Confidence Interval of ±.77 1E∗ab

Point No. C M Y K L∗ a∗ b∗ Point No. C M Y K L∗ a∗ b∗
1 1 0 0 0 53.6 −22.7 −46.3 76 1 1 0 0.7 7.4 13 −12.1
2 0 1 0 0 43.9 70.9 0.3 77 1 0 1 0.7 21.6 −33.6 13.9
3 0 0 1 0 89.5 −15.9 81.7 78 0 1 1 0.7 17.4 27.6 20
4 1 1 0 0 18.6 26.5 −36.8 79 0.2 0 0 0.7 35.4 −3.5 −6
5 1 0 1 0 46.8 −68.6 18.6 80 0 0.2 0 0.7 34.7 7.5 −2.6
6 0 1 1 0 42 63.2 45.3 81 0 0 0.2 0.7 39.9 −2 5.7
7 0.2 0 0 0 86.3 −5.2 −14.2 82 0.2 0.2 0 0.7 31.2 3 −7.2
8 0 0.2 0 0 84.6 14.8 −7 83 0.2 0 0.2 0.7 35.4 −6.4 0.6
9 0 0 0.2 0 94.1 −2.7 7.9 84 0 0.2 0.2 0.7 34.1 5.4 3

10 0.2 0.2 0 0 76.8 6.4 −15.8 85 0.4 0 0 0.7 31.2 −7.7 −10.9
11 0.2 0 0.2 0 85 −10.4 −3.1 86 0 0.4 0 0.7 28.5 16.4 −3.5
12 0 0.2 0.2 0 83.7 11.6 2.2 87 0 0 0.4 0.7 39.3 −4.9 15.8
13 0.4 0 0 0 76.7 −12.1 −25.2 88 0.4 0.4 0 0.7 21.6 7.5 −12.2
14 0 0.4 0 0 71.8 32.1 −9 89 0.4 0 0.4 0.7 30.3 −15.3 5.7
15 0 0 0.4 0 92.8 −8.6 27.5 90 0 0.4 0.4 0.7 26.3 12.9 11.1
16 0.4 0.4 0 0 56.5 12.2 −25.6 91 0.7 0 0 0.7 24.4 −12.3 −17.8
17 0.4 0 0.4 0 72.7 −28.1 3.9 92 0 0.7 0 0.7 19.6 28.1 −2.1
18 0 0.4 0.4 0 68.6 27.8 13.4 93 0 0 0.7 0.7 37.5 −7.4 30.1
19 0.7 0 0 0 64.6 −18.9 −37.1 94 0.7 0.7 0 0.7 12.3 12.4 −14.6
20 0 0.7 0 0 56.4 53.8 −7.7 95 0.7 0 0.7 0.7 26 −26 10.5
21 0 0 0.7 0 91.2 −13.5 53.9 96 0 0.7 0.7 0.7 22.6 20.8 17.3
22 0.7 0.7 0 0 33.8 18.5 −35.9 97 0 0 0 0 94.5 1.7 −4.2
23 0.7 0 0.7 0 58.3 −48.9 9.8 98 0 0 0 0.2 84.2 1.4 −3.4
24 0 0.7 0.7 0 52.4 49.4 28.6 99 0 0 0 0.4 66.7 0.8 −2.2
25 1 0 0 0.2 45.5 −21.8 −38.9 100 0 0 0 0.7 44.3 0.4 −1.1
26 0 1 0 0.2 36.9 60 −1.7 101 0 0 0 1 17.4 0.2 −0.2
27 0 0 1 0.2 75.4 −14.2 66.5 102 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 47.8 −0.3 −4.7
28 1 1 0 0.2 16.6 23.4 −32.4 103 1 0.5 0.5 0 34.1 −16 −20.8
29 1 0 1 0.2 40.9 −60.6 17.9 104 0.5 0.5 1 0 44.9 −11.3 29.2
30 0 1 1 0.2 34.7 52.7 37 105 0.5 1 0.5 0 28.2 32.8 −3.7
31 0.2 0 0 0.2 74.1 −4.8 −11.3 106 1 0.5 0 0 36.4 0.7 −43.1
32 0 0.2 0 0.2 73.5 11.8 −5.7 107 1 0 0.5 0 51.7 −47.5 −14.1
33 0 0 0.2 0.2 80.3 −2.5 6.9 108 0.5 0 1 0 64.9 −42.5 40.6
34 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 65.7 4.6 −13.1 109 0 0.5 1 0 62.4 26.7 54.1
35 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 72.6 −9.9 −1.2 110 0 1 0.5 0 44.9 64 20.2
36 0 0.2 0.2 0.2 71.2 10 3.1 111 0.5 1 0 0 30.6 43.9 −22.8
37 0.4 0 0 0.2 64 −12 −21.8 112 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 35.5 2 −3.5
38 0 0.4 0 0.2 60.1 29.1 −8 113 1 0.5 0.5 0.3 26 −12.8 −14.9
39 0 0 0.4 0.2 79.2 −7.9 25.3 114 0.5 0.5 1 0.3 33.8 −6.2 22.3
40 0.4 0.4 0 0.2 47.3 10.7 −23 115 0.5 1 0.5 0.3 21.9 24.4 −0.4
41 0.4 0 0.4 0.2 62.7 −24.9 3.8 116 1 0.5 0 0.3 25.3 2.7 −33.3
42 0 0.4 0.4 0.2 58.2 24.7 11.7 117 1 0 0.5 0.3 38.4 −39.6 −8.6
43 0.7 0 0 0.2 56.7 −17.4 −30.3 118 0.5 0 1 0.3 49.8 −32.4 33.4
44 0 0.7 0 0.2 48.3 45.5 −7.8 119 0 0.5 1 0.3 46.3 18.8 42.8
45 0 0 0.7 0.2 77.3 −11.5 42.8 120 0 1 0.5 0.3 31.9 47.8 16.5
46 0.7 0.7 0 0.2 29.8 16.9 −31 121 0.5 1 0 0.3 21.9 33.1 −19.9
47 0.7 0 0.7 0.2 50.7 −42.4 10.2 122 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 18.3 2.8 0.8
48 0 0.7 0.7 0.2 43.7 40 25.3 123 1 0.5 0.5 0.7 14.5 −5.7 −5.8
49 1 0 0 0.4 34.1 −19.1 −30.1 124 0.5 0.5 1 0.7 20.6 −3 15.2
50 0 1 0 0.4 26.4 47.5 −0.7 125 0.5 1 0.5 0.7 13.3 13.7 1.3
51 0 0 1 0.4 56.5 −11.5 53.8 126 1 0.5 0 0.7 14.5 1.7 −20.1
52 1 1 0 0.4 12 19.7 −24 127 1 0 0.5 0.7 22.2 −25.5 −4.1
53 1 0 1 0.4 32 −49.1 15.2 128 0.5 0 1 0.7 29.3 −21.4 24.3
54 0 1 1 0.4 27 41.1 29.4 129 0 0.5 1 0.7 27.6 10.9 28.7
55 0.2 0 0 0.4 59.3 −4.1 −8.7 130 0 1 0.5 0.7 17.2 28.9 12.3
56 0 0.2 0 0.4 58.4 9.8 −4.4 131 0.5 1 0 0.7 11.1 20.9 −8.3
57 0 0 0.2 0.4 66.6 −2 5.6 132 0.3 0.7 0 0 48 36.3 −19.7
58 0.2 0.2 0 0.4 53.8 3.7 −10.3 133 0.7 0.3 0 0 54.3 −4.9 −35.7
59 0.2 0 0.2 0.4 57.1 −8.3 −0.9 134 0.3 0 0.7 0 77.3 −27 29.4
60 0 0.2 0.2 0.4 57.3 7.9 2.5 135 0.7 0 0.3 0 64.1 −29.7 −18.2
61 0.4 0 0 0.4 50.6 −10.4 −17.3 136 0 0.3 0.7 0 75 11.9 33.4
62 0 0.4 0 0.4 46.8 24.1 −6.4 137 0 0.7 0.3 0 58.1 47.1 3.8
63 0 0 0.4 0.4 62.8 −7 22.4 138 0.3 0.7 0 0.5 26.7 27.9 −12.6
64 0.4 0.4 0 0.4 33.5 9.6 −20.3 139 0.7 0.3 0 0.5 31.6 −5.2 −24.6
65 0.4 0 0.4 0.4 47.7 −22.9 4.7 140 0.3 0 0.7 0.5 47.6 −18.3 24.1
66 0 0.4 0.4 0.4 43.3 21.1 11.8 141 0.7 0 0.3 0.5 36.9 −21.7 −12.6
67 0.7 0 0 0.4 41.7 −16.5 −25.8 142 0 0.3 0.7 0.5 43.4 5.6 27.1
68 0 0.7 0 0.4 36 39.8 −5.9 143 0 0.7 0.3 0.5 31.8 31.8 3.8
69 0 0 0.7 0.4 61.9 −10.2 38.9 144 0.3 0.7 0.2 0 48.9 32.5 −14
70 0.7 0.7 0 0.4 21.9 15.8 −25.9 145 0.7 0.3 0.2 0 54.5 −10.3 −27.8
71 0.7 0 0.7 0.4 41.1 −36.4 10.8 146 0.3 0.2 0.7 0 69.8 −14.1 23.8
72 0 0.7 0.7 0.4 35.6 31.4 21.9 147 0.7 0.2 0.3 0 57.6 −20.7 −20.6
73 1 0 0 0.7 20.4 −12.7 −19.5 148 0.2 0.3 0.7 0 67.4 1.1 26
74 0 1 0 0.7 16.8 31.2 1.2 149 0.2 0.7 0.3 0 50.4 36.7 −4.7
75 0 0 1 0.7 36.7 −8 37.3
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B. IMAGES CONVERTED USING NEURALCOLOR

This appendix presents four images, each converted using five different conversion objectives, for
the purpose of qualitative analysis. Image conversion parameters were chosen to illustrate uncon-
strained minimization of 1E∗ab, as well as minimization of total ink and maximization of black ink
with both a tight and a loose constraint on 1E∗ab max. Table VIII lists average combined ink deposition
(C+M+ Y+K) for each conversion.

Table VIII. Ink Usage for Images Converted using NeuralColor

Average Ink Deposition
Image Conversion Objective per Pixel (C+M+ Y+K)

Balloons Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.27

Balloons Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.15

Balloons Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 0.84

Balloons Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.22

Balloons Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.35

Corn Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.72

Corn Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.54

Corn Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.02

Corn Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.70

Corn Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.80

Flower Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.89

Flower Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.23

Flower Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 0.82

Flower Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.54

Flower Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.96

Capsule Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.35

Capsule Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.18

Capsule Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 0.81

Capsule Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.37

Capsule Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.61
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C. IMAGES CONVERTED USING OPTINTERPOL

This appendix presents four images, each converted using five different conversion objectives, for the
purpose of qualitative analysis. Image conversion parameters were chosen to illustrate unconstrained
minimization of 1E∗ab, as well as minimization of total ink and maximization of black ink with both a
tight and a loose constraint on1E∗ab max. Table IX lists average combined ink deposition (C+M+ Y+K)
for each conversion.

Table IX. Ink Usage for Images Converted using OptInterpol
Average Ink Deposition

Image Conversion Objective per Pixel (C+M+ Y+K)

Balloons Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.22

Balloons Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.16

Balloons Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 0.84

Balloons Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.23

Balloons Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.28

Corn Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.67

Corn Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.55

Corn Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.01

Corn Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.70

Corn Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.72

Flower Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.70

Flower Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.29

Flower Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 0.85

Flower Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.42

Flower Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.25

Capsule Unconstrained minimization of 1E∗ab 1.28

Capsule Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.14

Capsule Minimization of total ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 0.77

Capsule Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 5 1.35

Capsule Maximization of black ink, 1E∗ab max = 20 1.66
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